Holiday Glam

Gladys Magazine Beauty Guide

OUR TOP 7 Holiday PICKS

THE NORDIC TREK COLLECTION FROM SUE DEVITT

NEW Effortless Eye Pen: An ultralight, twist-up pen that glides on smoothly for precision and mileage in a range of colors. The long-wearing, water resistant, smudge-proof first fardera Hydrobase Filming Shadow and Nudes 12. Not only looks in velours and preventing. No earrings, no eyes. Shimmer, soft, blended, YA (beaded), Holy Inebert.

WHAT IT COSTS: $25.00
WHERE TO FIND: www.suedevittbeauty.com

ESTÉE LAUDER, ALL FORTUNES

Combining all good features in one compact with complimentary vs. precious stars of Cerise Mielone Lapis, Tiger Eye and love Gaia.

WHAT IT COSTS: $125.00
WHERE TO FIND: www.estee lauder.com

BURT'S BEES TINTED LIP BALMS

Take the passion for Burt's Bees blinks to fine nail level with a formula
advancing in six maximum, wearable shades and is wax-free natural flavor!
And there's no need for application, just a brush for a little
of color to complement your lip care regime. Available in 6 new
flavors!

WHAT IT COSTS: $6.99
WHERE TO FIND: www.burtssbees.com

GLOMINERALS. MRS. CRAWFORD COLLECTION

Glo Your Beauty! Glo from the editors of an architectural masterpiece with
your minerals, new brow collection, to help define and blend your perfect
brows, including four differently shaped brow wands and the tools and powders
you need to achieve this kit will transform your brows from locating to beautiful in seconds.

WHAT IT COSTS: $45.50
WHERE TO FIND: www.glominerals.com

LIMITED EDITION ILLUMINATING EYE SHADOW QUAD

The sleek, striking palette features five vibrant shades that light
up your eyes. Create a bold look with deep, blue, and other shades or choose as natural shades for a fresh, daytime look. Made
with a small blend of mineral-based and water-resistant pigments.
Available in five different shades. Colors: Brown Shimmer, Glacial
Arctic, Arctic Blue, Nordic Nude

WHAT IT COSTS: $12.95
WHERE TO FIND: www.suedevittbeauty.com
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